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Polecenie: Complete the sentences with the correct option.

I don't .................. to go out this evening.1.

A  fancy  B  want

I hear that Alan .................. to play the guitar.2.

A  dislikes  B  is learning

What do you .................. to do at the weekend.3.

A  plan  B  enjoy

I'm .................. to go skiing in the Alps next winter.4.

A  thinking about  B  hoping

When the headmaster comes in we have to .................. to show respect.5.

A  stand up  B  consider

.................. to pass exams if you study hard.6.

A  It's not worth  B  It's easier

.................. to complain when nobody cares about the service.7.

A  There's no point in  B  It's difficult

I'm .................. to hear that you'll be leaving us soon.8.

A  sorry  B  fond of

I don't think that Danny has .................. to work in his father's shop.9.

A  given up  B  agreed

.................. me to lend you money every time you ask.10.

A  Don't expect  B  Don't keep on
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Answers
źródło: www.ang.pl/cwiczenia/2557

1. B
2. B
3. A
4. B
5. A

6. B
7. B
8. A
9. B
10. A

I don't .................. to go out this evening.1.

A  fancy  B   want

I hear that Alan .................. to play the guitar.2.

A  dislikes  B   is learning

What do you .................. to do at the weekend.3.

A   plan  B  enjoy

I'm .................. to go skiing in the Alps next winter.4.

A  thinking about  B   hoping

When the headmaster comes in we have to .................. to show respect.5.

A   stand up  B  consider

.................. to pass exams if you study hard.6.

A  It's not worth  B   It's easier

.................. to complain when nobody cares about the service.7.

A  There's no point in  B   It's difficult

I'm .................. to hear that you'll be leaving us soon.8.

A   sorry  B  fond of

I don't think that Danny has .................. to work in his father's shop.9.

A  given up  B   agreed

.................. me to lend you money every time you ask.10.

A   Don't expect  B  Don't keep on
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